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The mechanism governing the formation of
intermolecular charge transfer bands: a series of
polyoxomolybdates as a case study†
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A series of proof-of-concept models of polyoxomolybdates with

different protonated disubstituted aniline counterions and the

same β-Mo8O26 polyanion were synthesized to study the mecha-

nism governing the formation of the intermolecular charge trans-

fer (inter-CT) band.

Charge transfer (CT) bands are a characteristic feature of the
spectra of many compounds, and they signify a transfer of
charge from one atomic or molecular orbital to another after
excitation by light, and are usually located in the ultraviolet
(UV) or visible region.1 In contrast to the spin-allowed and
Laporte-forbidden d–d transitions, CT transitions are spin-
allowed and Laporte-allowed, and therefore, their molar
absorption coefficient (ε) is strong, with ε as high as 104–105 L
mol−1 cm−1, which is 100–1000 times greater than that of the
d–d transition.2

There has been a great deal of research in the fields of
photoelectric detection,3 and photoelectric4 and photothermal
conversion5 to design and synthesize new compounds whose
CT bands cover the entire visible region and even extend into
the infrared (IR) region. Intramolecular charge transfer (intra-
CT),6 such as that in organic molecules with ‘push–pull’ elec-
tronic structure characteristics, has been extensively studied,7

as well as metal complexes with intervalence charge transfer
(IVCT),8,9 ligand-to-ligand charge transfer (LLCT),10 metal-to-
ligand charge transfer (MLCT),11 and ligand-to-metal charge
transfer (LMCT).12,13 In contrast, the study of inter-CT has
been neglected for a long time. It is a great challenge to reveal
the essence of inter-CT absorption bands and realize broaden-
ing inter-CT bands.

Polyoxometalates (POMs) were selected for further examin-
ation for the following reasons. First, POMs are commonly
used in the dehydration and condensation of inorganic oxyge-

nates with d0 metal centers, such as V, Nb, Ta, Mo, and W, to
form multinuclear metal-oxo clusters.14–17 It has been deter-
mined that the polyanion clusters in POMs are an excellent
class of electron acceptor molecules, capable of storing mul-
tiple electrons, known as electron sponges, and they also have
the ability to promote the concentration of charge and interact
with planar-conjugated organic electron donors.18–20 When
interacting with organic electron donors, a charge-transfer
polyoxometalate (CTP) is often formed. Second, the polyanions
within POMs inherently exhibit LMCT from non-bonding elec-
trons on oxo ligands to the empty d orbitals of a metal
center.21–23 For example, the LMCT occurs in the UV region for
the polyanion of polyoxomolybdate (POMo), without absor-
bance in the visible region,24,25 which lays robust groundwork
for clearly investigating the inter-CT bands.

Here, a series of proof-of-concept models of POMos, con-
sisting of different protonated disubstituted aniline counter-
ions and the same β-Mo8O26 polyanion, were designed and
synthesized to determine the reason why the inter-CT band
forms (Fig. 1). Three representative examples of POMos were
identified from the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center
(CCDC) database: (Hopda)4[β-Mo8O26]·2H2O (1, opda =
o-phenylenediamine), (H2mpda)2[β-Mo8O26]·4H2O (2, mpda =
m-phenylenediamine), and (H2ppda)2[β-Mo8O26]·6H2O (3,
ppda = p-phenylenediamine). Interestingly, 1 exhibits clear
inter-CT bands ranging from 400 to 1200 nm, whereas 2 and 3
do not.

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3.
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: https://doi.org/
10.1039/d4dt00108g
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POMo 1, 2, and 3 were synthesized according to a protocol
from a previous study.26 Powder X-ray diffraction was used to
determine the purity of the samples (Fig. S1†). The molecular
structures of POMo 1, 2, and 3 contain one isolated β-Mo8O26

polyanion (Mo8). The polyanion is composed of eight edge-
sharing MoO6 octahedra, forming a centrosymmetric parallele-
piped-shaped cluster with eight Mo atoms positioned at the
vertexes. The counterions of these three POMos are aniline

Fig. 2 UV-vis absorption spectra of (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3; inset: the colors of the compounds. Simulated UV-vis absorption spectra (curve) and oscil-
lator strength (gray spikes; the main oscillator strength in the initial excited state is marked red) of (d) 1, (e) 2, and (f ) 3. Spatial distributions of the
HOMO and LUMO+1 for (g) 1, (h) HOMO and LUMO+3 for 2, and (i) HOMO and LUMO for 3. Charge density difference between ( j) 1, (k) 2, and (l) 3;
the yellow and blue colors represent the charge accumulation and depletion upon charge transfer, respectively, with an iso-surface value of 0.001
e·Å−3. Crystal axis: a, red; b, green; c, blue.
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molecules with different disubstituted patterns. Notably, 1
contains four mono-protonated opda cations (Hopda), and
compounds 2 and 3 contains two di-protonated mpda
(H2mpda) and two di-protonated ppda cations (H2ppda),
respectively.

As shown in Fig. 2, only 1 appears orange-red, while 2 and 3
appear white in colour. To investigate the cause of the abnor-
mal colour of 1, we performed UV-vis absorption spectroscopy
(Fig. 2a). It was found that 1 exhibited a distinct absorption
band at 400–600 nm with a midpoint at 493 nm, and a broad
absorption band at 600–1200 nm, which were consistent with
the observed colour. In contrast, there was nearly no absorp-
tion in the visible region for 2 and 3 (Fig. 2b and c).

To investigate the origin of the absorption band in the
visible region of 1, the UV-vis absorption spectra of aqueous
solutions of the three anilines were tested (Fig. S2†). The
results showed that there was no absorbance in the visible
region for the anilines, and they assumed a colorless state.
Given the protonated disubstituted aniline in these POMos,
the absorption spectra of Hopda+ and H2opda

2+ (Fig. S3†) were
obtained, and no absorbance in the visible region was
observed. Thus, the absorption band in the visible region of 1
does not originate from inherent aniline absorption. Previous
studies have reported that the LMCT of polyanions in POMo
occurs in the UV region.24,25 Therefore, the absorption band in
the visible region of 1 arises from inter-CT.

The crystallographic data show that the shortest distances
between the ammonium counterion and polyanion in 1, 2,
and 3 are 1.978 Å, 1.816 Å, and 1.759 Å (Fig. S4†), respectively.
Similar intermolecular distances indicate that the inter-CT
absorption of 1 is not primarily caused by intermolecular dis-
tance. To understand why inter-CT occurs, time-dependent
density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations were con-
ducted to simulate the electronic absorption spectra of POMos
1.27 The number of calculated excited states was 1000, which
adequately covers the wavelength range of 300–1000 nm for 1.
The simulated absorption spectrum (Fig. 2d) is closely aligned
with the experimental spectrum (Fig. 2a).

The excited state with low energy as well as all excited states
with oscillator strengths greater than 0.01 were selected for a
detailed analysis (Table 1). In spectroscopy, oscillator strength
is a dimensionless quantity that expresses the probability of
absorption or emission of electromagnetic radiation in tran-
sitions between the energy levels of an atom or molecule.28

The electronic transition % indicates the contribution of each
orbital transition to an excited state. The transition wavelength
from the ground state to the second excited state (S0–S2) in 1 is
990.49 nm, with oscillator strength of 0.00109, which is con-
tributed by HOMO to LUMO+1 (100%). The frontier molecular
orbital data for 1 (Fig. 2g and Fig. S5b, c†) indicates that the
HOMO predominantly resides on the conjugated p–π
orbitals between the aromatic ring and the N-atoms of the
–NH2 group, while the LUMO+1 is primarily situated on the
Mo atoms within the polyanion. This indicates that Hopda
tends to provide electrons, while polyanions tend to accept
electrons.29

An excited state can be described as a hole and electron,
where charge is transferred from the hole to the electron. The
hole–electron analysis (Fig. S8†) of the excited states S0–S2 of 1
show that the holes are mainly distributed on the Hopda, and
the electrons are primarily situated on the polyanion. The
decrease in the charge density on the Hopda and the increase
in the charge density on the polyanion are clearly seen when
examining the charge density difference (CDD) maps (Fig. 2j
and Fig. S5d†), which proves that S0–S2 is a component of the
inter-CT from Hopda to polyanion. According to the calculated
hole, electron, and CDD map (see the Appendix in the ESI†),
for other excited states, the inter-CT bands can range from
331.66 to 990.49 nm. The results also indicate that there are
other charge transfer types in POMo 1. The polyanions inher-
ently exhibit LMCT from oxo ligands to the Mo, which primar-
ily appears at the UV region from 324.81 to 366.31 nm.
Additionally, there are inter-CT bands from H2O to the polya-
nion at 333.40 nm, and even Hopda transition absorption
occurred at 340.81 nm.

The electronic absorption spectra were calculated with the
number of excited states equal to 400 for POMos 2 and 3. The
simulated spectra (Fig. 2e and f) ranged from 300 to 420 nm,
which is similar to the values of the experimental data (Fig. 2b
and c) for 2 and 3, respectively. The main excitations at low
energy as well as suitable oscillator strength were selected for a
detailed analysis of 2 and 3 (Tables S1 and S2†). The transition
wavelength from the ground state to the 12th excited state (S0–
S12) for 2 is 415.32 nm, with an oscillator strength of 0.00782,
which were contributed by HOMO to LUMO+3 (85.6%) and
HOMO−4 to LUMO (12.1%). The HOMO and LUMO+3 are
mainly distributed on π orbitals within the aromatic group of
H2mpda and Mo atoms within the polyanion, respectively
(Fig. 2h and Fig. S6b, c†).

The hole–electron analyses of 2 (Fig. 2k and Fig. S6d, S9†)
further indicated that S0–S12 is an inter-CT from H2mpda to
the polyanion. The transition wavelength from the ground
state to the first excited state (S0–S1) in 3 is 419.75 nm, and
was accompanied by an oscillator strength of 0.02069. This
value was attributed to the contributions from HOMO to
LUMO (99.1%). Specifically, the HOMO and LUMO dominantly
reside in the π orbitals within the aromatic group of H2ppda
and the Mo atoms within the polyanion, respectively (Fig. 2i
and Fig. S7b, c†). The analysis of hole–electron distributions
for 3 (Fig. 2l and Fig. S7d, S10†) further suggests that the S0–S1
transition represents inter-CT from H2ppda to the polyanion.

These results indicate that the absorption of 2 and 3 in the
near-UV region was also attributed to inter-CT. The hole–elec-
tron overlap function Sr adequately describes the degree of
overlap between the holes and electrons during an excited
state. The Sr values of excited states 1 (S0–S2), 2 (S0–S12), and 3
(S0–S1) were calculated to be 0.10438, 0.18887, and 0.21163,
respectively. The results show that the degree of hole–electron
separation is greater for 1, and also indicate that the hole–elec-
tron separation degree of 1 is the highest.

A comparison of the inter-CT bands for 2 and 3 indicated
that the transition energy required to the near-infrared (NIR)
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region for 1 is lower. To explain why the inter-CT of 1 is more
likely to occur, the frontier molecular orbitals of anilines were
obtained. As shown in Fig. 3, the HOMO energy levels of
Hopda, Hmpda, Hppda, H2opda, H2mpda, and H2ppda are
−10.18, −9.71, −9.65, −16.09, −16.02, and −15.98 eV, respect-
ively. The results indicate that the HOMO of all monoproto-
nated phenylenediamines mostly remain on the conjugated
p–π orbitals between the aromatic ring and the nonbonding
electrons of nitrogen atoms, while the HOMO of diprotonated
phenylenediamines is located on bonding π orbitals in the aro-
matic ring. Therefore, due to the higher energy of nonbonding
electrons compared to bonding electrons, the HOMO energies
of monoprotonated phenylenediamines are significantly

higher than those of diprotonic phenylenediamines.
Additionally, monoprotonated phenylenediamines are more
likely to yield electrons when compared to diprotonated
phenylenediamines.

These results show why the inter-CT absorption band of 1
can extend to the low-energy (NIR) region. Therefore, Hopda in
1 plays a dual role. It exhibits Brønsted basicity through proto-
nation of aniline, and also serves as a counter-ion to polya-
nions. It can also exhibit Lewis basicity by providing electrons,
which broadens the absorption of inter-CT to the NIR region.
It can be predicted that organic amines with nonbonding elec-
trons and stronger electron donating ability as countercations
will assist in further broadening the inter-CT absorption band.

Table 1 List of the primary excited states for 1

Excited
state

Wavelength
(nm)

Oscillator
strength Electronic transition (%) Assignment

S0–S2 990.49 0.00109 HOMO → LUMO+1 (100.0%) Hopda →
Mo8S0–S109 621.13 0.01020 HOMO−5 → LOMO+8 (97.5%)

S0–S143 582.93 0.01513 HOMO → LUMO+23 (95.8%)
S0–S193 551.12 0.01061 HOMO−1 → LUMO+29 (99.8%)
S0–S248 498.72 0.01118 HOMO−2 → LUMO+32 (99.1%)
S0–S451 405.81 0.01118 HOMO−15 → LUMO+8 (99.7%)
S0–S821 331.66 0.01056 HOMO−11 → LUMO+34 (98.8%)

S0–S617 366.31 0.01342 HOMO−9 → LUMO+23 (60.4%), HOMO−8 → LUMO+25 (38.0%) Hopda →
Mo8
Mo8

S0–S620 365.33 0.01331 HOMO−21 → LUMO+1 (84.5%), HOMO−20 → LUMO (9.7%) Mo8
S0–S672 356.51 0.01124 HOMO−25 → LUMO+1 (64.8%), HOMO−8 → LUMO+31 (18.3%), HOMO−24

→ LUMO (13.3%)
S0–S785 336.85 0.01522 HOMO−26 → LUMO+3 (66.7%), HOMO−27 → LUMO+2 (9.9%), HOMO−30

→ LUMO+3 (9.2%)
S0–S816 332.18 0.01543 HOMO−21 → LUMO+5 (89.9%)
S0–S887 324.81 0.01208 HOMO−20 → LUMO+8 (56.4%), HOMO−25 → LUMO+5 (28.5%)

S0–S806 333.40 0.01037 HOMO−9 → LUMO+35 (83.0%), HOMO−8 → LUMO+34 (10.0%) H2O → Mo8
S0–S759 340.81 0.02212 HOMO−1 → LUMO+48 (88.8%), HOMO−3 → LUMO+49 (9.3%) Hopda

Abbreviations: HOMO, highest occupied molecular orbital; LUMO, lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.

Fig. 3 Frontier molecular orbital energy levels for Hopda+, Hmpda+, Hppda+, H2opda
2+, H2mpda2+, and H2ppda

2+.
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In summary, three POMos with the same polyanions were
synthesized to study the mechanism governing the formation
of inter-CTs. POMo 1 with a strong electron donor exhibited
broadening inter-CT bands from Hopda to polyanion, while
POMo 2 and 3 with poor electron donors displayed inter-CT
bands, which require significantly higher energy in the near-
UV region. This work will inspire the design and synthesis of
new optoelectronic materials with broadened absorption
bands.
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